Mathematics

In Year 8 to Year 10 students are taught using the Australian Curriculum content strands and proficiency stands. In Semester 2 at Year 10 students make a choice of Mathematics or Mathematics Pathways. In addition, Additional Mathematics: Engineering is offered as a one semester elective course at Year 10.

Senior Secondary Mathematics subjects are organised and developed by the SACE board. At Stage 1, (Year 11), students may undertake Numeracy for Work and Community Life, Mathematics Pathways, Mathematical Applications, Mathematical Studies and/or Specialist Mathematics. At Stage 2, (Year 12), we offer Mathematics Pathways, Mathematical Applications, Mathematical Studies and/or Specialist Mathematics.

Our Mathematics staff are always keen to assist over and above scheduled lessons. We run after Maths Help once per week, where faculty staff are rostered on to assist in the library after school. Staff also schedule morning tutorials with groups where needed.